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Agenda

1. Acquiring the X225 Manual

2. SPARCS Data Input Specs. Document

3. Data Elements
   1. List of data elements ignored in SPARCS that will be required
   2. Detailed discussion of changes to current SPARCS format

4. Questions
X225 Health Care Service: Data Reporting Manual

- The X225 Implementation Guide (a.k.a manual) is the master guide for the X12N 837 Health Care Service: Data Reporting (R) submissions
  - Document’s Version/Release/Industry Identifier Code is: X12N/005010X225
- Similar to the document identifier for other 837 Health Care Claims Implementation Guide:
  - X223 for 837 Health Care Claim: Institutional (I)
X225 Implementation Guide

• The Implementation Guide is available for purchase on the X12.org website

• Information about the Implementation Guide is available on the X12.org website

• As these are copyrighted documents, they CANNOT be copied and handed out. Rather, they must be purchased.
SPARCS Data Input Specification Document

• The current document will not be carried forward with the new process. (http://www.health.ny.gov/statistics/sparcs/sysdoc/input5010.pdf)

  • All national standard reporting requirements are in the copyrighted X225 Health Care Service: Data Reporting Implementation Guide.

• SPARCS will be providing a new supplementary Companion Guide

  • This document will contain the additional information needed on the few remaining New York State specific data elements and their requirements.
The Data Elements: What’s Coming

• The following data elements are required by the X225 Implementation Guide, but are currently ignored in SPARCS processing:

  • ST – Transaction Set Header
    • ST03 – Implementation Convention Reference (005010X225A2)

  • 2000C Patient Hierarchical Level (when subscriber is not the patient)
    • PAT – Patient Information
      • PAT01 – Individual Relationship Code
The Data Elements: What’s Coming

- The following examples are data elements which are always required by the X225 Implementation Guide, but currently are ignored by the SPARCS process.

  - ST – Transaction Set Header
    - ST01 – Transaction Set Identifier Code
    - ST02 – Transaction Set Control Number
  
  - BHT – Beginning of Hierarchical Transaction
    - BHT03 – Originator Application Transaction Identifier
    - BHT04 – Transaction Set Creation Date
    - BHT05 – Transaction Set Creation Time
The Data Elements: What’s Coming

(continued):

- 1000A Submitter Name
  - NM1 – Submitter Name
    - NM103 – Submitter Last or Organization Name
  - PER – Submitter EDI Contact Information
    - PER01 – Contact Function Code
    - PER03 – Communication Number Qualifier
    - PER04 – Communication Number Number
The Data Elements: What’s Coming

(continued):

• 1000B Receiver Name
  • NM1 – Receiver Name
    • NM101 – Identification Code Qualifier
    • NM102 – Entity Type Qualifier
    • NM103 – Receiver Name
    • NM108 – Information Receiver Identification Number
    • NM109 – Receiver Primary Identifier

• 2010AA Service Provider Name
  • NM1 – Service Provider Name
    • NM103 – Service Provider Last or Organization Name
The Data Elements: What’s Coming

(continued):

- 2000B Subscriber Hierarchical Level
  - HL – Subscriber Hierarchical Level
    - HL01 – Hierarchical ID Number
    - HL02 – Hierarchical Parent ID Number
    - HL03 – Hierarchical Level Code
    - HL04 – Hierarchical Child Code
- SBR – Subscriber Information
  - SBR01 – Payer Responsibility Sequence Number Code
The Data Elements: What’s Coming

(continued):

• 2010BA Subscriber Name
  • NM1 – Subscriber Name
    • NM101 – Entity Identifier Code
    • NM102 – Entity Type Qualifier
    • NM103 – Subscriber Last Name
    • NM108 – Identification Code Qualifier
    • NM109 – Subscriber Primary Identifier
  • N4 – Subscriber City, State, ZIP Code
    • N401 – Subscriber City Name
The Data Elements: What’s Coming

(continued):

• 2010BB Payer Name
  • NM1 – Payer Name
    • NM103 – Payer Name
    • NM109 – Identification Code

• 2010CA Patient Name
  • NM1 – Patient Name
    • NM103 – Patient Last Name
The Data Elements: What’s Coming

(continued):

• 2300 Claim Information
  • CL1 – Institutional Claim Code
    • CL103 – Patient Status Code

• 2310A Attending Provider Name
  • NM1 – Attending Provider Name
    • NM101 – Entity Identifier Code
    • NM102 – Entity Type Qualifier
    • NM103 – Attending Provider Last Name
    • NM104 – Attending Provider First Name
    • NM108 – Identification Code Qualifier
    • NM109 – Attending Provider Primary Identifier (NPI)
The Data Elements: What’s Coming

(continued):

• 2400 Service Line Number
  • SV2 – Institutional Service Line
    • SV204 – Unit or Basis for Measurement Code
    • SV205 – Service Unit Count
The Data Elements: What’s Coming

• The following data elements are situational for the X225 Implementation Guide. However, the National Uniform Billing Committee (NUBC) requires these to be collected:

  • 2300 Claim Information
    • HI – Principal Diagnosis
      • HI01-9 – Present on Admission Indicator

  • HI – External Cause of Injury
    • HI01-9 – Present on Admission Indicator
The Data Elements: What’s Going

• The following are examples of data elements which were required by SPARCS, but are either replaced or not collected under the X225 Implementation Guide.
  
• Unique Personal ID => Component Data Elements will be collected
• Expected Principal Reimbursement
• Expected Reimbursement; Other 1
• Expected Reimbursement; Other 2
• Method of Anesthesia
• Exempt Unit Indicator
• Procedure Time
• Provider License Numbers => NPI will be collected
X225 Format

QUESTIONS
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